YOU ALL HAVE MY RESPECT.

Am an old woman but young girl in entrepreneur sector, this grand mother you see here has come to share the knowledge of inner power, ability and potential.
“The right skill set for a globally competitive and Innovative enterprise”

“It is a shame that each new generation must find the ways to success by trial and error yet the principles are clear cut.” Andrew Carnegie

IN OTHER WORDS ENTREPRENEUR ASK HIM OR HER SELF THESE QUESTIONS.

- Why should we move on the path of life by trial and error when the principles for success are clear?
- What makes a difference in quality of people’s lives?
- What makes some people’s lives an example?
- Why do some people achieve success in life while others fail?

BENEDICTA NANYONGA
THE FOUNDER OF KINAWATAKA WOMENS INTIATIVE -
This lady is a giant successful entrepreneur. She collects used strews and makes unique, durable, and washable products. She has woken up her inner potential, 23 years ago, when she worked with the Central Bank of Uganda. She had never thought of waking up her potential until she joined the entrepreneurship sector.
WHO IS A GIANT ENTREPRENEUR?

- A giant entrepreneur is one who awaken his/her inner power, ability and potential within him/her self in order to obtain success through entrepreneurship and innovation.
- Believe me or not each one of us has that inner potential. The resources or the capital we need to turn our dreams into reality are within us, merely waiting for the day when we decide to wake up and claim them.
- The reason why few entrepreneur don’t achieve what they want, is because they never direct their focus, or concentrate on their potential.

BENEDICTA NANYONGA
FOUNDER KINAWATAKA WOMENS INTIATIVE.
Turning a burden into opportunity/wealth by waking inner potential. She has collected millions and millions of used straws every year to conserve the environment.
THE EAGLE WHO THOUGHT HE WAS A CHICKEN

BY ANTHONY DE MELLO

Once an old man was travelling, he came across an eagle’s egg. He took it home and hatched it with the chicken’s eggs. When it grew up with the chickens it acted like a chicken.

One day it saw a bird flying up in the sky, it asked the chicken next to it “Who is that flying up in the sky? It looks like us why don’t we fly also? The chicken responded “He is the king of the birds for us we are birds of the ground, we cannot fly”. This eagle listened and kept on acting like a chicken all his life.

Is it because it could not fly naturally? This bird was biologically an eagle but socially a chicken?
This eagle was hatched with chickens but time came for it to waken up its potential to fly up
MORAL OF THE STORY

In summary entrepreneurs are born as eagles but unfortunately we live and die as chickens without awakening the inner power within us to achieve the skills, ideas, creative power within us which we never utilize during the course of our life. Please I call upon you from this time, now and today to awaken the giant within. It is the capital of your life. Look at the environment around and think of how you can make a change upon it. There are opportunities around us but unfortunately we never realize them.
SKILLS FOR A COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE

1. However small your business is strive for quality products, it may not discourage you.

2. Have a vision of what you want to achieve in life and stick to it.

3. Always look for alternative ways of promoting your business.

4. Maintain focus and commitment to the business putting aside all the mockery and hardships you may face.

5. Anthony Robbins says “To change your life, you only need to change your thinking. Your attitude determines your altitude. If you believe you can’t, most probably you wont”. Therefore the best skill is to change your way of thinking.

BENEDITCTA NANYONGA
FOUNDER OF KINAWATAKA WOMENS INTIATIVE -
Quality products sales it self.
Millions of used strews when they are collected from various places, the outcome is what you see of those beautiful products for all purpose. The inner power, ability and potential of an entrepreneur was awakened.
Trains vulnerable women and youth to become aware of their potential. We do not wait for the university, children should grow up knowing how to be creative, innovative and conserving the environment.